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The advantages
do not end…

Go for a
Dutch brand
Kortho is a Dutch company with a worldwide
network on all continents, and more than 60
countries with authorized Kortho distributers.
The R&D department and the manufacturing
facilities are located in the Netherlands.

Hot Quickcoder

The short communication line between
our production, support and sales department enables us to assist you through the
whole process of finding and customizing
the right marking solution for your unique
printing need. You can reach us anytime
at our headquarters. For quick and personal
advice, our consultants are ready to help you
whenever needed.

Choose your solution
Kortho's installation and service center
also designs custom applications. Your wish is
the key. Tell us what you need or want and
we come up with the right solution.
With our continuous development in printing
technology and operating systems, we are
permanently working on extending our
product range. As specialists we are always
at the center of market developments and
innovations in the coding and marking
technology.

Choose a product from
a brand, that has more
than 80 000 satisfied
customers
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t +31(0)71 4060 470 Lageweg 39, NL-2222 AG Katwijk

i www.kortho.com
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Hot Quickcoder
When you choose contact coding at
high speeds on every surface
06-2015-01

Kortho is a provider of top quality marking
and coding systems for the identification of
goods (flows), and products. Manual, semi
and fully automatic machinery, using the
latest technological developments and
possibilities. Complete with accessories and
consumables. Served and installed to your
workplace.
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Details
Confirming the preference

Hot Quickcoder

10.000 or 100.000 prints per day? You need them? You have them!

With Kortho’s Hot Quickcoder,
quantity restrictions do not exist!
Kortho’s Hot Quickcoder is the solution which gives you the freedom to print large and small
- mm,
quantities of prints, anytime, anyplace. Up to three lines of text, in printing area of 12x24
the unique printhead even allows you to make a perfect print on moving objects, without any
changes in the quality level.
The preheating function of the back up Hotroll enables you to change the empty Hotroll with
a new one, with a minimal interruption of the process and no waiting time.

The advantages:
Instant dry, sharp and clean print results on
both porous and non-porous by the proven solid
ink technology.
Coding on continuously moving objects is possible
with our unique jumping head with
“Butterfly touch”.
High speed printing of up to 250 prints per minute,
at a maximum speed of 60 meters per minute.
Text changeable in seconds by prepared
interchangeable text holder.
No waiting time when changing the empty Hotroll,
the new one is preheated and in stand-by position
in the incorporated pre-heating unit.
Change the printing color by simply replacing the
Hotroll with a colored one.
Simple-to-use, four button menu controller.
Clean and maintenance free use.

LCD screen with back ground lighting for optimal
display clearance.
Clean and maintenance-free operation.
No special training required.
With 8 different presets for optimal settings for
each product.
Installation position in any needed position due to
the perfect stand design.

Kortho’s Hot Quickcoder is a flexible
contact coder system that makes
a perfect print on both stationary
and moving products and materials.

The perfect solution for packaging lines with
high production speeds. Kortho’s Hot Quick
coder offers you simplified installation for
diverse types of machinery. Vertical filling
machines, flow wrap machines, belt conveyors
(filling lines), carton machines, etc.
Print accuracy
The Hot Quick coder prints at speeds up to
250 prints per minute. Fast, accurate, reliable.
Ideal solution for small text prints like: dates,
prices, expiration dates, company logos and
special logos like recycling and EG – signature.
Fulfills any need
Where do you need to print? The print stand
allows you to position the Hot Quickcoder in
any position you wish and at any angle. The
big sales volume of this particular machine
proves that the product is highly rated by our
current distributors.
The Butterfly touch
Our unique wax system prints on objects in a
fraction of a second. This makes the speed of
250 prints per minute, looks effortless for the
Hot Quickcoder.
On any surface
Kortho’s hot quick coder gives clear, accurate
and sharp prints on both porous and nonporous materials. An instant dry print directly
on materials such as: packaging film, paper,
glass and plastic bottles, cans and cardboard
and many others.

Text capabilities
Fixed text, individual characters and/or logo can be
placed in the special holder. Easy and fast, the
holder is changed within seconds.
Digital Control System
The control system is equipped with 8 presets.
It allows you to specify the parameters for printing
on various products and materials. So no more
searching for the ideal setting.
Just select the appropriate preset!
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